Safe Water Team (SWT):  www.safewaterteam.org

The **Safe Water Team (SWT)** is a Michigan nonprofit (501 c 3), with strong Rotarian ties, committed to connecting organizations concerned with the growing dangers surrounding safe drinking water and sanitation issues around the world. Their focus is on developing Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) partners in fund raising activities to participate via matching grants with individuals, NGOs, Rotary Clubs, churches and corporations to provide families in need with a sustainable safe water delivery system. The SWT has developed Distribution Centers strategically located around the world. Currently they have distribution centers planned or operating in Dominican Republic, Honduras, Haiti, Ghana, Kenya, and Nigeria. These Centers provide bases of operations in the countries to coordinate partners to fund, distribute and install filtration systems for families in need. Additionally, this structure also allows partners hands-on opportunities to experience these communities, interact with the people whose lives they are affecting and to encourage others to share in the mission. Two trips for CRS Partners have taken place to Dominican Republic this year and an additional trip is planned to Ghana, West Africa.